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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

Reconstructing building fires at full-scale for research is impractical, therefore computational 

models and sometimes scaled physical models are utilized to study fire events. The confidence 

level with computational and scaled models accurately approximating the broad range of 

conditions during a building fire can vary. This project examined the degree to which the 

computational model - Consolidated Fire and Smoke Transport (CFAST), developed and 

maintained by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), approximated and 

calculated certain fire conditions that were also measured during physical fire testing of a scaled 

model of an actual fire event. Both the physical and numerical models were utilized to evaluate 

different scenarios that could have occurred during the actual fire event potentially providing 

more insight about outcomes of smoke spread. 

 

In January of 2022, a fire originating on the lower floor of a two-story dwelling unit of a 19-story 

high-rise building claimed the lives of 17 people. The loss of life was largely due to smoke 

spread from apartment 3N to the 3rd floor hallway and up through the structure to the 15th and 

19th floor. Critical aspects of the building and fire were physically reconstructed at a reduced 

scale in WPI’s Fire Laboratory. The scaled building and fire were also simulated using CFAST. 

A range of scenarios with varying door positions throughout the structure were physically tested 

and numerically simulated as ventilation openings play a key role in the propagation of fire 

effects. Temperature, velocity, and smoke spread were measured and calculated in key areas. 

The results of the scaled model and numerical simulation were evaluated. 

The challenges of this project consisted of scaling fire behavior and physical building 

characteristics to match the actual fire event, and aligning the scaled model and test measurement 

locations with CFAST calculations. Other significant challenges pertained to recreating the 

degree of door openings, how these were approximated in CFAST, and how and where physical 

measurements should best be taken during testing. Recommendations were made on how future 

fire tests could be conducted to better correlate with the CFAST calculations. The long-term goal 

of this project is to advance work on the application of reduced-scale fire testing and how such 

testing can be used in the development and implementation of computer fire models.    
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Methodology 

The following tasks were conducted to achieve our project goals: 

 

• Research Bronx Fire Case Study 

• Identify Key Areas for Replication 

• Formulate Building Details 

• Calculate Reduced-Scale Model Dimensions 

• Design and Construct the Test Apparatus 

• Configure the Scaled Building in CFAST 

• Develop Fire Size and Growth Parameters 

• Conduct Preliminary Bench Tests 

• Develop Data Acquisition Software and Program Codes 

• Install and Test the Instrumentation on the Scaled Physical Model 

• Develop the Testing Procedure  

• Run Fire Tests and Computer Simulations 

• Evaluate the Experimental and CFAST Results 

 

Building dimensions were estimated from the New York Times (Singhvi, et al., 2022) article, 

“The Chain of Failures That Left 17 Dead in a Bronx Apartment Fire”, and the model used 

within the article created by researchers at WPI. We determined that a 1:12 scale would fit best 

under the large-scale calorimeter and would be feasible to reconstruct in the laboratory. 

Approximated fire growth of the Bronx Event was scaled using Froude equations. Key aspects of 

the building that were affected by smoke spread were reconstructed. These consisted of 

apartment 3N, the centrally located scissor stairwell, the 3rd, 15th, and 19th floor hallways, and the 

penthouse roof. The NYT reported that after the fire started in apartment 3N, these specific 

locations were predominately affected by smoke accumulation. In the fire laboratory, our model 

was constructed at a total height of 15 feet and the hallways spanned 10 feet. These key locations 

were concurrently simulated via CFAST with certain assumptions made as discussed further in 

this paper.  

 

To develop a realistic reduced-scaled fire, the physical construction of the scaled model and lab 

instrumentation were critical considerations. The parameters of the fire that were addressed were 

flame height, heat release rate, smoke production, and repeatability. We considered hot and cold 

smoke generation techniques with various configurations of gas and fuel sources. A pipe burner 

connected to a mass rotameter flowing propylene was determined to best replicate the fire 

scenario for our purposes. Iterations of pipe length and hole sizes were analyzed to achieve the 

desired flame height and heat release rate for our fire scenarios. In CFAST, we utilized a fire 

source with a specified steady-state heat release rate and size to obtain similar fire and smoke 

sources with the fire tests.  

 

Instrumentation devices and locations had to be determined for key aspects of the fire scenarios 

within the scale model so appropriate measurements could be made. We determined that 
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temperature, gas flow, and smoke movement measurements could best be compared with 

CFAST results. Instrumentation in the laboratory included bi-directional probes (BDP), 

thermocouples, and cameras. This instrumentation also had to be configured with thermocouple 

extensions (snakes), and probe tubing connected to Raspberry Pis and a DAQ system. Data 

collection programs were written with the assistance of lab personnel in order to correctly 

register and record data. CFAST calculations for temperature and mass flow were exported into 

spreadsheets. Smokeview files were used for the visualization of smoke movement though 

spaces as a function of time and space. 

 

A procedure was developed for the fire testing within the scaled model. The fire tests were 

characterized into three scenarios where door position was the varying parameter, and each 

scenario consisted of a steady-state 2.3 kW fire. The three door positions were fully-open, 45 

degrees open, and 20 degrees open. In CFAST, this was approximated as 100% open, 77% open, 

and 33% vent opening fractions. 

 

Three trials of each fire test were conducted within our two-week testing period. To post-process 

the data, the camera footage was exported and filtered. Thermocouple data conveying 

temperatures was also filtered. The bi-directional probe output pressure differential readings 

were recorded and correlated with temperatures to calculate flow velocity. The CFAST results 

and lab test results were evaluated at key locations throughout the scaled model. Output data was 

graphically presented to illustrate trends of temperature change and velocity. Camera footage 

was compared to Smokeview files to evaluate smoke movement. 
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Findings 
 

Our findings are as follows:  

 

1. The calculated and measured temperature rise within the scaled model qualitatively 

agree in trends.  

CFAST predicts average upper- and lower-layer temperatures within a compartment, 

whereas in the lab tests, measurements were made at a few select locations. A reasonable 

degree of consistency trends were observed for gas temperatures between the fire test 

measurements and the CFAST calculations. Compartment gas leakage within our lab tests 

could prompt a decrease in temperature which was unaccounted for in CFAST. 

 

2. A greater degree of variability was observed for gas velocities between the fire test 

measurements and the CFAST calculations. 

Velocity measurements were made at select locations. Those measurements not recorded 

within a door or window opening could not be directly compared to CFAST. Of those 

measurements made within doorways or windows, the most significant was that at the 

penthouse window where testing and computer simulation had a difference of 102% for Test 

1, 110% for Test 2, and 124% for Test 3. Additionally due to the relatively low gas flows, the 

uncertainty of the bi-directional probe’s accuracy was increased. This was evident in the 

graph fluctuations within our experimental data, which made it difficult to extrapolate and 

create a clear trend. While there was a clear difference in results with varying door 

configurations, no clear conclusions could be drawn. 

 

3. The calculated and measured travel time had a difference of 43% for Test 1, 27% 

for Test 2, 7% for Test 3.   

We were able to compare the time for the smoke to reach the penthouse in the lab tests and 

CFAST simulations and compare those results to that reported for the Bronx Fire. The main 

contributor of these differences can be found within the different methods of modeling the 

stairs. In the lab, we utilized ramps to model stairs, and in CFAST we utilized vents at stair 

landings, this can affect the path of smoke spread and impact the travel time. Other 

differences can be attributed to the methodology used to determine the time at which smoke 

reached the penthouse. Smokeview and cameras were employed. The results indicated 

approximately a one-minute difference between the open-door lab fire and 100% open 

CFAST trials. As door openings decreased in our experiments, the difference between our 

CFAST and fire tests decreased. However, we are unable to effectively quantify the 

differences within our results. To determine the time to reach the penthouse in our lab 

experiments, we reviewed the camera footage, and marked the time where we saw the 

smoke. However, there may have been smoke leaking out of the penthouse that was unable to 

captured by the cameras. For the CFAST model, we used Smokeview and paused the 

simulation when the smoke layer reached the penthouse level. Our basis of time for the fire 

event was from the emergency calls from occupants in the building reporting smoke. 
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4. The smoke dispersed through the building, rather than forming distinct layers. A 

distinct layering of smoke could only be observed within the 3N compartment and 

adjacent hallway. 

Upon ignition, there was significant smoke generated from the burner with high temperatures 

that formed an upper smoke layer in the burn room. As smoke flowed out of the third-floor 

compartment and into the hall, the smoke began to decrease in temperature. As smoke was 

forced through the space and eventually up the building, the flow became less buoyancy 

driven. As the smoke moved up the building, it dispersed throughout the space, appearing as 

a dark mass and significantly reduced the vision from the windows. Within the stairwell, the 

smoke mixed with ambient air and cooled. Thus, there was no stratification of smoke evident 

on the higher floors. Visually, the smoke movement was very difficult to compare between 

tests as the locations of the cameras, insufficient lighting, and smoke dispersion as opposed 

to defined layer resulted in imperceptible views. 

 

5. The door positions in the fire tests and CFAST simulations influenced the results. 

A difference in temperature rise can be seen between each test for both CFAST and fire tests, 

although in CFAST these differences were less prominent. As the doors closed, the delay of 

smoke exhausting from the penthouse window increased in the experimental trials. This 

influence of the doors closing also resulted in higher temperatures near the immediate fire 

area (lower level of apartment 3N), and slightly slower velocities throughout the building. 

The rest of the building generally experienced lower temperatures as the doors closed, due to 

the reduction in gas flows. In the upper level of the third-floor apartment, the highest 

temperatures were recorded within Test 1, which correlates with CFAST, however, we 

struggled to interpret the data gathered, and further investigation is suggested to gain a better 

understanding of the results. In CFAST, the temperature results between door positions also 

correlate with the results of our lab experiments. 
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Recommendations for Future Testing 

 
Our recommendations include refined testing strategies for future laboratory work and improved 

correlation with computer modeling output. 

 

Refined Testing Strategies 

In the future, to conduct these experiments with increased accuracy and frequency for data 

collection we recommend constructing the test apparatus in a way that ensures easy access to the 

interior compartments. This would allow for the compartments to be cleaned and ensure 

repeatability within each test. To reduce the leakage within the test apparatus, we suggest the 

application of fire caulking, silicon, and foil tape. We were able to use these methods to prevent 

smoke leakage and fire spread, and they were also used to secure our instrumentation. To 

adequately assess the leakage throughout the building, once testing is ready, a calibrated fan is 

recommended. This device compares the mass flow input at one end and the output at another 

and determines the difference. This is helpful to quantify any discrepancies within the data 

collection due to leakage. To optimally observe the movement of smoke throughout the test 

apparatus, plexiglass should be in place of plywood on one side of the stairwell shaft. This will 

aid in better assessment of smoke leakage and movement. These methods are best utilized for 

better observation and measurement of smoke movement throughout a testing apparatus.   

 

To best assess the velocity, we recommend positioning the bi-directional probes in the cross-

sectional area of any vents or doorways, parallel to the flow. While this may not be as important 

for solely laboratory fire testing, it is essential when comparing these values to computational 

zone models such as CFAST. CFAST computes the flow rate normal to the plane of the door or 

window vent measured in (kg/s). 

 

We also recommend using cameras that can sync with one another and be controlled with a 

remote to start a test at the same time stamp. We were unable to access a remote and spent 

approximately four minutes every test just starting the go-pros. Following these tests, we had to 

go back and edit to start them all at the same time to cross-compare the recordings. To prevent 

this time-consuming process, a remote is advised to sync the time stamps. 

 

 Methods to Better Correlate CFAST Experiments with Fire Tests 

We are proposing methods to better ensure the experiments in the computational model and the 

lab can be compared. Before the lab tests are constructed, it would be beneficial to first create the 

CFAST model and run a simulation to determine potential fire behavior and design limitations. 

We also recommend utilizing measurement inputs which can be directly replicated in the 

laboratory. To improve CFAST tests, the simulations should be run with different zone types 

defined in the compartment geometry. This is better to gauge the sensitivity of different zone 

configurations and effects it has on the calculations to better align with the fire tests. CFAST can 

better expand its computational analysis by adding a stair geometry option during the 

compartment input phase of modeling, but this is not possible within the context of a two-zone 

model.   
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Future Testing Possibilities 

In the future, we hope this study can lead to further developments in reduced-scale high-rise fire 

tests. Some ideas for future work include the variation of the heat release rates, alternative burner 

techniques, different and more accurate instrumentation, a variation of the scale and a wider 

arrangement of door configurations. Ideally, future testing will also include scaling of more than 

just the heat release rate. These ideas can lead to feasible and reliable alternatives to full-scale 

tests, and may also lead to the use of reduced-scale fire tests to validate computational fire 

models.  
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Abstract 

In January 2022, a fire originating in a second-floor apartment of a 19-story high-rise in New 

York City claimed the lives of 17 people. The loss of life was largely due to smoke spread. 

Physical reconstruction of full-scale fire events are impractical, and therefore computational and 

reduced-scale models are utilized. The project focused on constructing, evaluating and 

comparing the critical aspects of a physical model to the computational zone model, CFAST 

(Consolidated Fire and Smoke Transport) at a reduced-scale. A series of fire tests with varying 

door positions were conducted in the lab and simulated in CFAST. Temperature, velocity, and 

smoke spread were measured in key areas. Analysis concluded that CFAST approximated the 

general trends of the fire test data with reasonable agreement for temperatures, but a wider range 

of variability for smoke spread and flows. Both the physical and numerical model demonstrated 

how quickly smoke can spread through this type of building and the importance of door 

positions.  
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1. Introduction  

Currently, there is limited research available on reduced-scale buildings for computational fire 

modeling software. This is important, as it allows fire protection engineers to run fire simulations 

in buildings to design fire protection systems to ensure life safety and property protection. On a 

large scale, these models are commonly used, but not commonly tested in a laboratory setting, 

due to size and economic feasibilities. This can result in uncertainties within simulations, if 

models cannot be constructed and cross-compared with simulations, in other words, validated. 

Our team’s focus is on reconstructing a high-rise fire at a reduced-scale, in Worcester 

Polytechnic Institute’s Fire Laboratory, and comparing the results with that of Consolidated Fire 

and Smoke Transport (CFAST) computer model. The case study we will be basing our fire 

design upon is the January 2022 Bronx Apartment Fire which was analyzed in the New York 

Times. This fire originated in the lower floor of a two-story dwelling unit, and smoke was able to 

spread through the building up to the roof, claiming multiple lives. The complexities of this 

project will consist of scaling the fire dynamic properties to match the actual fire event and to 

work within the limitations of CFAST. Throughout these fire tests, we will be varying the door 

positions to study the impact of door openings on smoke spread. The goal of this project is to 

determine the degree to which the physical construction and the CFAST compare, and to obtain 

experience in the process of reconstructing and testing complex fire scenarios of a scaled high-

rise building. In the future, we hope this study can lead to further developments in reduced-scale 

high-rise fire tests, to be used as a feasible and reliable alternative to full-scale tests. These 

developments may also lead to the use of reduced-scale fire tests to validate computational fire 

models. 
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2. Background 

2.1. Case Study: The Bronx Apartment Fire 

The information included within this section is based upon the article published in the New York 

Times (Singhvi, et al., 2022). On January 9th, 2022, 17 people died from a fire at the Twin Parks 

North West, Site 4, high-rise apartment building in the Bronx, New York City. This 19-story 

residential high rise was built in 1972 and contained 120 apartment units, as shown in Figure 1. 

The building was not sprinklered and the only means of egress from the floors above ground 

level was the centrally located scissor stairwell. The fire started in the lower floor of a two-story 

dwelling unit which was only accessible via the third floor. The cause of this fire was 

investigated to be the result of space heater that ran continuously for a prolonged time and 

ignited an adjacent mattress. The residents evacuated through the upper floor of their apartment 

and left their door open, which resulted in smoke rapidly spreading throughout the building. 

Investigators concluded the self-closing mechanisms within the corridor doors connecting to 

stairwell A and B on the 3rd floor and the door to stairwell B in the 15th and 19th floors, which 

contributed to the rapidly accelerating heavy smoke spread throughout the rest of the building. 

Victims of this event did not die from the fire itself, but rather the smoke inhalation which was 

abundant in the egress routes. Of the 17 people who died, 14 had been on the 15th, 18th and 19th 

floors. 

 

 
Figure 1: Bronx Apartment Fire (NYT) 
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Figure 2: Scissor Stairwell Layout (Source: NYT and Speckert, nd.) 

The Bronx Apartment consisted of a centrally located scissor stairwell, as shown in Figure 2. 

Scissor stairs are composed of two different flights of stairs providing two separate paths of 

climbing or descending located within one stairwell enclosure.  The 1964 Uniform Building 

Code was the applicable code for the Bronx Apartment building and was able to provide 

assumptions of dimensions on stair and door widths which were not provided by the New York 

Times. 

2.2. Consolidated Fire and Smoke Transport (CFAST) 

Consolidated Fire and Smoke Transport (CFAST) is a two-zone fire and smoke model developed 

by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). CFAST has the capability to 

predict the distribution of smoke, fire gases, and thermal conditions created by a fire within a 

compartmentalized structure. Computational fire and smoke models are commonly used by 

engineers for performance-based design and forensic investigators to study the effects of a fire. 

These computational fire models such as CFAST are constantly updated and maintained as 

computing power and our knowledge of fire phenomena continues to progress. CFAST has 

undergone verification and validation assessment for various scenarios in accordance with 

ASTM 1355, the Standard Guide for Evaluating the Predictive Capability of Deterministic Fire 

Models. However, the successful assessment of one group of scenarios in a computation model 

does not extend to all possible scenarios. There is limited available data regarding the 

verification and validation of reduced-scale experiments in CFAST. One such experiment is the 

NIST Vent Study conducted by Farzana and Schovanec in 2017, but the only available data is 

recorded in Section 4.14 of the CFAST Verification and Validation Guide. 
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2.2.1. Zone Model 

Zone models solve the conservation equations for energy and mass in control volumes as 

functions of time. Fires are represented as a source of energy and mass is represented as a plume, 

which acts as a pump for the mass from the lower layer to the upper layer through entrainment. 

These control volumes represent the rooms or compartments being modeled and are further 

broken into two separate control volumes where one accounts for the hotter upper layer and the 

other represents the colder lower layer. In order for zone models to function multiple 

assumptions are often required and can be found in the SFPE Handbook Chapter 29 of for 

Compartment Fire Modeling. Perhaps the most relevant assumption to this study is that the upper 

and lower layers are assumed to be spatially uniform, meaning that all points in a respective 

layer will have identical temperature, species concentration, and other property values. 

Additionally, in models where there are multiple rooms or compartments connected to each other 

the model can account for the flow between these spaces with vents. 

2.2.2. Inputs and Outputs 

CFAST requires users to input characteristics of the compartment(s), fire, and define a length of 

time to run the simulation such as dimensions, ambient conditions, parameters of the fire such as 

heat release rate, and define a length of time to run the simulation. The inputs can be found in 

each tab on the top of the program window. Parameters such as ambient conditions, thermal 

properties of surface materials, and the location and size coordinates of ceilings/walls/floors are 

all required for compartments. Wall vents & ceiling/floor vents are used to simulate doors, 

windows, or any penetration through a wall or ceiling/floor. These vents need to be user defined 

by location, size, and opening fraction. HVAC and forced flows can also be simulated by 

inputting mechanical ventilation. 

 

Input parameters of the fire include location, size, growth curve, chemical composition, peak 

heat release rate, heat of combustion, and radiative fraction. Users can select to use a pre-set t2 

fire growth curve or make a custom fire curve with points defined by HRR at specified 

timestamps. CFAST also can detect the time an object takes to heat up via radiative or 

convective heat transfer. This object, a target, can be used to emulate a sprinkler or fire alarm. To 

define a target the location, material, and internal target temperature is needed. CFAST can also 

model sprinkler systems and smoke detectors if given the intended location, activation 

temperature and obscuration, response time index, and spray density. Heat transfer can also be 

accounted for between compartments by adding connections. Like other computation fire 

models, slices can be added to visualize various effects of the fire. 2D Slices can display 

temperature plane gradients that are more detailed than CFASTs default visual outputs. These 

can be specified by adding a position, axis and compartment of where the user wants the slice to 

be. To ensure the CFAST model is as accurate as possible, it is vital to fill in the maximum 

number of inputs with accurate information. 

 

After the user inputs all the necessary information into CFAST and runs the simulation, the 

calculated outputs are exported into spreadsheets. The output data includes calculations for 

temperature, mass flow rate through vents, pressure, mole percentages and mass fractions of the 

products of combustion, optical density and more. These measurements are divided into upper- 
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and lower- gas layers and also include the layer height. Devices can also be utilized in CFAST to 

calculate the sensor obscuration, sensor activation, surrounding gas temperature, and surrounding 

gas velocity.  

 

After a simulation is run, Smokeview can be accessed for smoke and temperature 2-D slice 

visualizations as seen in Figure 3. The user can place specific 2-D slices into compartments in 

the X, Y or Z orientation to see a more detailed view of the temperature gradient rather than the 

default two-zone layer output. Smokeview also visualizes smoke movement at different points in 

time.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: 2-D Slice visualization of gas temperature from CFAST User Guide 

2.2.3. Limitations of CFAST 

CFAST offers various tools to help quantify and visualize fire zone effects. Despite this, there 

are still limitations within computational zone models. This section discusses the limitations of 

CFAST which are applicable to this experiment. The topics presented within this section are 

derived from the CFAST Technical Reference Guide, and the team’s past experience with the 

program. One commonly encountered obstacle in CFAST is the inability to model ramps, stairs, 

or any sloped components. To address this, vents were placed to replicate stair openings on the 

floors and ceilings of stacked compartments. 

 

As previously mentioned, CFAST is capable of modeling multiple rooms or compartments 

connected to each other. However, CFAST is better optimized to compute a single room and 

adjacent rooms rather than a series of connected rooms, as more compartments may allow for the 

greater potential for errors to occur found in CFAST Validation Guide 2.2.2. As the hot gas 

flows from compartment A to B, there is some uncertainty in the mass flow rate through the door 

and in heat losses to the walls. As the hot gases progress to other compartments, the uncertainties 

become greater. 
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Additionally, ventilation and surface connections between compartments need to be carefully 

configured because errors within these features may prevent the simulation from running. 

 

Another limitation of CFAST is the sensitivity regarding pressure. Simulation run time depends 

heavily on the ventilation and pressure of the connecting compartments. Without proper 

ventilation, the program will recognize the compartment failing because the pressure is 

expanding beyond data computation. This was a particular challenge faced when modeling the 

upper 3N compartment connecting to the hallway, and from the hallway to the stair shaft which 

presented the biggest challenge of pressure. Many compartments studied in the CFAST 

Validation Guide are conducted at a full-scale with a transient fire growth rate. Reduced-scale 

modeling is less common due to these pressure errors encountered mainly in the stair shaft. 

 

2.3. Key Factors in Compartment Fires  

2.3.1. Smoke Generation Techniques 

Smoke modeling involves complex numerical tools used to simulate fire behavior, smoke 

dynamics, air quality, and to ascertain the impacts of fires. To adequately simulate smoke 

production throughout an experiment, several smoke generation techniques were considered. The 

purpose of the use of smoke in our experiments is to realistically model smoke from a fire. Key 

components of applicable smoke generation techniques involve its scalability, visibility, 

repeatability, and controllability of smoke production rates. Other considerations for applicable 

techniques include the smoke’s buoyancy, soot production, temperature effects, path of smoke 

spread, and its ability to be compared to CFAST. Table 1 in Appendix A shows the comparison 

of the various smoke generation techniques, dichotomized into smoke and smoke-like methods. 

 

Smoke is composed of solid particles released during combustion. Hot smoke methods involve 

the use of a heat source, often a flame, to produce smoke. Three techniques evaluated include 

pool fire, crib fires, and burners. A pool fire is defined as a turbulent diffusion fire burning of 

evaporating material from a layer of liquid at the base of the fire. The most significant drawback 

to pool fires is the inability to have a continuous flow into the pan, which may limit the duration 

of experiments. Additionally, the heat release rates, and plume height are determined from the 

surface area of the pan and the depth of the fuel, once ignited, if the flame height exceeds 

predetermined calculations, this risks the integrity of the enclosure. A crib fire is a stack of 

square cross-sectional sticks in an array where the burning spread rates are governed by the 

processes internal to the crib. The largest drawbacks to crib fires is its size, and the inability to 

control the heat release rate. Another fire-based method is a burner fire. A burner fire involves a 

device that contains gaseous or liquid fuels, which is lit to produce a flame. In an everyday 

setting, burners can be seen on stovetops and grills. In a laboratory setting, different types of 

burners include Bunsen, Meker, and Tirrill. Common fuels used in burners consist of natural 

gases (eg. methane) and liquid petroleum (eg. propane). For experimental purposes, a pipe 

burner is considered as a smoke source in an enclosure. The pipe burner would consist of steel or 

copper piping, with holes cut uniformly along the top. The most advantageous aspect of burners 

for experiments is the ability to control the flow rate of gas to the burner. This can allow the heat 
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release rate and flame height to be controlled and known throughout the experiments, which in 

turn, allows for repeatability. 

 

Smoke-like, or artificial smoke methods typically involve mechanical devices which employ 

liquid or gas droplets to create fog or haze. The purpose of artificial smoke in some experiments 

may be for repeatability purposes or the lack of a laboratory environment to test with real smoke.  

Theatrical “Smoke” and Fog Machines typically involve helium, carbon dioxide, or dry ice to 

produce fog. According to smoke movement studies, pure helium can be used to generate a cold 

buoyant plume as the surrogate of fire smoke. Theatrical smoke is commonly used to test smoke 

detectors and smoke control design features in aircraft. In contrast to hot smoke plumes from 

burning materials, theatrical smoke generators provide smoke plumes at relatively low 

temperatures which means they are not very buoyant. Furthermore, theatrical smoke plumes 

themselves cannot simulate the volumetric gas expansion effects associated with combustion.  

Other research into alternative smoke methods include smoke machines and saltwater modeling, 

with repeatability being the advantageous aspect. The majority of these methods resulted in non-

buoyant plumes with significant uncertainties in regard to scaling principles.  

 

2.3.2. Fire Dynamic Principles 

Fire dynamics is the study of how fires start, spread, and develop. This area of study is composed 

of chemical, fire science, material science, fluid mechanics, and heat transfer principles, to 

determine their influence on the behavior of fire. The main principles of fire dynamics in a 

compartment fire are the control volume, conservation of mass, and conservation of energy.  

 

Fire plumes are defined as the buoyant stream of heated gases and combustion products rising 

above a fire. Fire plumes are typically buoyancy driven, which means that the increase in 

temperature or correlated decrease in density of the heated gases surrounding the fire allow for 

the gases to flow upwards. Buoyancy driven plumes often create that hot upper layer, which fills 

the surface area of the ceiling and then descends. Vertical movement of the buoyant gases in the 

fire plume from the surrounding atmosphere is known as air entrainment. Air entrainment causes 

pressure differentials, which create flow. These changes in pressure will influence the hot gas 

layer and the flow path in an enclosure. When flows are not driven by temperature, they may be 

driven by a turbulent force, also known as a jet plume. In these situations, an upper layer would 

not form, rather, the jet plume would direct the flow of gases. 

 

Heat release rate is defined by Babrauskas in Chapter 26 of the SFPE Handbook by the size of 

the fire. The heat release rate determines the size of the fire because it is also the rate at which 

the combustion reactions produce heat. Therefore, a larger HRR value indicates a faster rate of 

combustion reaction and a bigger fire. It is also a vital characteristic of the fire and is required for 

most other critical calculations that can categorize the fire’s behavior. 

Mass flow rate is directly related to the heat release rate and the heat of combustion of the 

chemical being burned as seen in Equation 1. The heat of combustion is unique to the chemical 

unlike the mass flow rate and heat release. Often the chemical being used is known, therefore 

either the heat release rate or mass flow rate is needed to solve for the other. After obtaining a 
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desired heat release rate, the mass flow rate could be calculated in Equation 1 (Drysdale, 2011). 

 
ṁ =  𝑄/𝛥𝐻𝑐    (Equation 1) 

2.3.3. Scale Modeling Principles 

Scale modeling for fire does not simply mean conducting experiments at a reduced physical 

scale. Reducing the linear dimensions and characteristics of a physical fire situation and 

conducting experiments with the reduced-scale model is not sufficient. In addition to geometric 

scaling, it is necessary to maintain mechanical, thermal, and chemical similarity in the reduced-

scale model. The scaling laws are derived from the dimensional analysis and fundamental 

equations describing the physical/chemical phenomena. A commonly used physical scaling law 

in fire is known as Froude scaling displayed in Equations 2-4, which are applicable to buoyant 

flows associated with fires but do not fully encompass all aspects of scaling. For our model, the 

characteristic length (l) was determined to be 96 in / 8 in. The law of scaling is based upon the 

Froude Number, which can be expressed in terms of the rate of heat release (Cote et al., 2008).  

 

Froude Number:   𝐹𝑟 ~ 𝑄2/5/𝐷 ~𝑉√𝐷   (Equation 2) 

Heat Release Rate Scaling:   𝑄∗~
𝑄

𝑝∞ 𝑐𝑝𝑇√𝑔𝑙5/2     (Equation 3) 

Time Scaling:    𝑡∗~√
𝑙
𝑔
      (Equation 4) 

Scale modeling using Froude scaling laws has been successful in addressing smoke movement 

issues. However, because different fire phenomena scale differently, it is generally difficult to 

study complex fires on a small scale. These differences in scale limit the use of scale modeling 

principles. It is notably difficult to scale convective flows and radiation at the same time. Thus, 

Froude modeling cannot be applied readily to fire problems where radiation is important, for 

instance (FPH, 2008).  
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3.  Project Scope and Methods 

3.1 Mission Statement 

To physically and numerically reconstruct and test a scaled model of an actual fire event, 

evaluate the results, and investigate the effect certain building elements have on fire spread.   

3.2 Objectives of Fire Test and Simulations 

To accomplish the project mission, our team utilized the following objectives: 

 

• Research Bronx Fire Case Study 

• Identify Key Areas for Replication 

• Formulate Building Details 

• Calculate Reduced-Scale Model Dimensions 

• Design and Construct the Test Apparatus 

• Configure the Building in CFAST 

• Develop Fire Size and Growth Parameters 

• Conduct Preliminary Bench Tests 

• Develop Data Acquisition Software and Program Codes 

• Install and Test the Instrumentation on the Test Apparatus 

• Develop the Testing Procedure  

• Run Fire Tests and Simulations 

• Evaluate the Experimental and CFAST Results 
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4. Physical Model for Lab Tests 

To accomplish the objectives of our laboratory testing, we developed a set of building 

assumptions to reconstruct a fire testing apparatus modeled after the Bronx Fire incident. We 

pinpointed the critical regions for our reconstruction and crafted a design plan, procured 

materials, and constructed the testing apparatus. We then identified the areas where data 

collection was essential and selected the most appropriate and beneficial trials to meet our 

project goals. We installed, tested, and programmed instrumentation for data collected and 

determined the best methods for data analysis. Additionally, we created testing procedures for 

each test trial and conducted preliminary testing. 

4.1. Experimental Model Design  

4.1.1. Scale-Model Dimensions 

The conceptualization of our reduced scale fire model before the construction phase was 

imperative in ensuring efficient use of our construction time. The methods we utilized to design 

our model involved esingstimating dimensions, sketching it out, and drafting a Solidworks 

model. The building dimensions and layout was obtained from the New York Times article and 

Dr. Muthu Selvaraj, who had conducted previous research on this building. There were some 

dimensions which we could not obtain from the article, including stairwell and door width, so the 

remaining dimensions were estimated from the 1964 NYC Building Code. However, the intent 

of this project was not to exactly replicate the Twin Parks North West building, so not all aspects 

of our model are similar.  

Drafting our model before building also helped us prevent incorrect cutting, editing and 

fabrication of our limited materials. Although we had original design plans, construction 

challenges arose leading to multiple modifications and iterations of our model. The dimensions 

of the scaled model can be found in Appendix D Figure 4 below displays the virtual Solidworks 

model of our test apparatus.  
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Figure 4: Experimental fire test building in Solidworks, front and back view. 

We had preliminary designs to anticipate potential restrictions with resources and size 

limitations. Initially, we had to decide on a scale to convert the full-sized high-rise Bronx 

Apartment dimensions that would be feasible for this experiment. Our group decided on a 1:12 

scale meaning the constructed model we used to test was 1/12th of the size of the Bronx 

Apartments. Because we used the Imperial system for measurement, one foot of the Bronx 

Apartments was one inch in our experimental model. The reasoning behind utilizing a 1:12 scale 

was primarily because of the height restriction in the lab. We wanted to maximize the height of 

our physical model to to obtain the largest feasible reduced scale. We estimated the height of the 

Bronx Apartment to be approximately 15 feet including the penthouse roof, which is a feasible 

reconstruction height.  

 

Another construction decision that was made was to omit the first floor because the NYT had 

reported minimal smoke impact. Heat and smoke rise, so it can be assumed that the first floor 

would not be greatly affected since the fire started on the second floor. Along with the limited 

time and space in the lab, we also had limited funding and resources, so we opted to only 

construct key areas that were critically affected by smoke, according to the NYT. By only 

constructing key areas we diminished our construction time and in turn increased our fire testing 

time. These key areas, as shown in Figure 5, consisted of the initial fire location in the apartment, 

the third-floor hallway, the central scissor stairwell where the smoke travelled up, and the 15th 

and 19th floors where smoke traveled through via the open corridor doors as reported by the 

NYT.  
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Figure 5: Key areas where smoke spread in the Bronx Apartment building 

4.1.2. Physical Construction 

To meet the funding and time constraints ½-inch plywood was used for the walls, floors, and 

ceilings and fastened together with wood glue, screws, and finishing nails. The physical model 

consisted of the construction of three hallways, one centralized stairwell shaft, the two leveled 

main burn compartments (apartment 3N), and the penthouse. The three hallways were 

constructed to represent the 3rd, 15th, and 19th floor and were where smoke spread as a result of 

failed door latching which resulted in loss of life. The centralized stairwell shaft consisted of a 

scissor stairwell. The structure was connected in a way that allowed us to disassemble the lower 

portions of the building (3rd floor hallway and apartment 3N) after each trial to allow for cleaning 

and cooling. Additionally, we used scaffolding to safely assemble the taller portions of our 

model and access instrumentation at the top of the building.  
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Figure 6: Apartment 3N Construction 

For the two-story dwelling unit, apartment 3N, we constructed this area into two sections - the 

upper and lower floor. The lower floor was simplified to not include any interior walls, furniture, 

or potential obstructions. The lower level of the two-story dwelling unit was the burn area where 

the mattress had ignited in the actual fire event. For the burn area, we planned to have a pipe 

burner layout through the floor area with a hole leading to the burner connections, as shown in 

the front view photo in Figure 6 above. For air supply purposes to keep the fire burning, we cut a 

rectangular hole along one of the sides of the wall closest to the burner at dimensions 2.5 inches 

by 11 inches. Along the ceiling of the lower compartment, we applied insulation and metal 

sheathing so the wood paneling would not catch fire. Connecting the lower floor to the upper we 

have a square hole, representing where the stair access to the upper floor would be based on the 

real building. The upper floor also simplified to an open floor plan (no internal walls or 

furniture), and for visualization purposes, we had polycarbonate sheets along two of the walls (as 

shown in the side view in Figure 6) to view the burner and smoke flow in the compartments. 
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Figure 7: Stairwell Construction 

For the stairwell shaft construction, we divided the stairwell shaft into five sections. The first 

section represented the lower floors (floors 2 and 3), and each of the other four sections 

represented four floors. The construction of this scaled stairwell was modeled to replicate the 

actual geometry of the building, with a scissor stair design and holes for doorways intended to 

demonstrate the open doors within the Bronx fire event. For the stairs, we utilized ramps in place 

of stair trends to simplify the construction process and save time. Figure 7 above shows the 

inside construction of the stairwell, the additional wood paneling installed to the backside to 

fully enclose these stairs, and polycarbonate windows were placed every four floors for smoke 

visualization. In the stairwell shaft, we added door holes in the locations where the door 

openings occurred in the actual fire event, this consisted of the corridor doors on the 3rd, 15th, and 

19th floor hallways into Stairwell A and B. 
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Figure 8: Penthouse Construction 

The penthouse, pictured in Figure 8, in the scaled model is the highest point that smoke spread, 

and the only place the smoke should exhaust. This was a simplification for our own testing 

purposes and does not represent the actual smoke exhaust in the Bronx fire event. The penthouse 

consists of the final stair landing of Stair B which provided access to the roof and mechanical 

equipment. In this fire event, there was one window in this roof area in which smoke was able to 

exhaust. For testing purposes, we constructed a “tunnel” around the window of the penthouse to 

prevent air flow interference from the hood in the lab. 

 
Figure 9: Construction Assembly 
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The overall construction consisted of the connection of four main components: the 3N apartment, 

the hallways, the stairwell, and the penthouse. The construction came out to 15 ft tall, and 10 ft 

long, with scaffolding needed to assemble and reach the instrumentation along the top of the 

building, as shown in Figure 9. The structure was connected in a way that allowed us to 

disassemble after each trial to allow for cleaning and cooling of the lower hallway and 3N 

compartment. 

4.1.3. Fire and Burner Configuration 

Another aspect of our experiment that needed to be designed was the fire in the lower floor of the 

two-story dwelling unit. We needed to establish what kind, size, and type of fire to use. The 

NYT article stated that investigators determined a mattress was the initial fuel load of the fire, 

which would have an approximate heat release rate of 1 MW according to Chapter 26 in the 5th 

Edition of the SFPE Handbook. From this full-scale event, we used Equation 4 to determine a 

scaled heat release rate of approximately 2.33 kW for our fire test. Originally, we had multiple 

configurations of our burners to try and reproduce a comparable fire to the Bronx. We considered 

the quantity of piping, spacing of holes, configurations of the burner, hole sizes, and fuel type. 

The initial layout consisted of four 12-inch-long pipes with ¼-inch holes spaced 1 inch apart. 

The second and third configurations reduced the number of pipes to three and then two, 

respectively. The fourth and final layout that was tested was two 12-inch-long pipes with      

1/16-inch holes spaced 1-inch on center. 

 

 
Figure 10: Second burner trial configuration 

As seen in Figure 10, the first three configurations had produced flames that were not uniform 

because the number of pipes and larger hole sizes caused a greater pressure loss in more remote 

holes. We had attempted to increase the flow, but this resulted in the flame height reaching the 

ceiling of our compartment, which put it at risk of burning. Decreasing the number of pipes and 

the size of the holes in the fourth configuration also decreased the pressure loss and resulted in 

more uniform flames with a reasonable height. Therefore, we decided that the fourth layout with 

two 12-inch-long pipes and 1/16th-inch holes would be the best configuration as seen in Figure 
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11 below. This was determined from the flame height observed during testing and how uniform 

the flames at each hole burned. 

 

  
Figure 11: Final Burner Configuration 

With this configuration, we tested the maximum flow rate that we could use without becoming 

too close to the ceiling. The maximum flow rate we felt comfortable testing with on the 

rotameter was around 29-30 which translates to about 2.3 kW (calculations in Appendix B) 

which was the desired reduced scale heat release rate to model the 1MW fire. Another factor we 

had to consider was what type of fire curve we wanted to utilize for our experiments. We 

ultimately decided to go with a steady-state fire because although it was possible to control and 

ramp our fire like a t-squared-curve it was more complicated and imposed more uncertainties. 

Therefore, we determined that a steady-state fire would be easier for replicability and 

consistency for our results. We also had to decide on the duration of the fire and our experiment. 

This parameter was estimated from the New York Times article that documented the first 911 

call of seeing smoke when the first occupant on the 19th floor saw smoke. We took that time and 

scaled it to our experimental time with Equation 6 which got us around 5.6 minutes. We decided 

to use 6 minutes for our experimental run time because we wanted to make sure smoke was 

visible coming from the top. Before our experimental tests, we had practice trials where our 

burner ran at 2.3kW steady state for 6 minutes and we saw smoke within the time frame and we 

concluded this would be long enough for the subsequent tests.  

 
Figure 12: Final Burner Configuration Fire Test 

4.2. Measurement Devices 

Thermocouples, bi-directional probes, and cameras along with their programming counterparts 

were utilized to measure and record various values from our fire tests. Appendix E presents the 

locations of all the devices used in our experiments.  
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4.2.1. Rotameter 

A rotameter (variable area flow meter) is a flow meter that measures the volumetric flow of 

liquids and gases. This device controls the quantity of propylene flowing into our burner from 

the propylene bottle. Some of the benefits to rotameters include repeatability, cost effectiveness, 

low pressure drops, and easy installation and use. The flow of the rotameter was calculated from 

our desired scaled HRR and the heat of combustion of propylene using Equation 2. The flow rate 

then needed to be translated to the arbitrary rotameter scale. The desired flow rate was modified 

(for more details, see Appendix L) using the gas type, temperature, and pressure correlation 

factors. This actual flow rate was translated by using Appendix L and finding the correlating 

scale reading from the desired flow rate.  

 

4.2.2. Thermocouples 

Thermocouples are devices that measure temperature at a point. They consist of two different 

types of metals joined together that when exposed to a change in temperature, create a voltage 

that can be correlated back to temperature. There are two styles of thermocouples; probes and 

wire, and each style has various combinations of metals with different temperature ratings. The 

thermocouples chosen for the scope of this project, and perhaps the most common type of 

thermocouple is K type thermocouple wire. K type thermocouple wire has a temperature range of 

-200 °C to 1250 °C with standard limits of error of 2.2°C or 0.75% of the measured temperature, 

whichever is greater. For the temperature ranges observed in this experiment, the applicable 

standard limit of error will be 2.2°C (Omega, n.d.). 

 

In the experiments conducted as a part of this project, thermocouples were placed along the 

ceilings of the lower and upper compartments of apartment 3N, the 3rd, 15th, and 19th floor 

hallways, and adjacent to each bi-directional probe. LabVIEW from National Instruments was 

used to measure the voltage reading of each thermocouple to the corresponding temperature 

value. We also utilized various thermocouple extensions and a Data Acquisition system that 

would work to record temperature in conjunction with LabVIEW. The LabVIEW code (as seen 

in Figure 13 below), which has a similar interface to an electrical circuit, was provided to us by 

researchers WPI’s Fire Lab.  

 

The “DAQ Assistant” block takes the physical input of the thermocouple connections and makes 

it into a digital thermocouple reading. The “Write to Measurement File” is how the data is 

recorded, the type of file the data is written to, and what specific time measurement the program 

uses. For our program, LabVIEW records the temperature at each designated thermocouple with 

the date and time of day and creates a spreadsheet from the data collected. The program code we 

used also live readings from each thermocouple that were all displayed on a time vs temperature 

graph.  

 

Before setting up the experiment, the thermocouples were tested in two ways to confirm they 

were working and responsive. Before hooking our thermocouples into the DAQ, we manually 

tested each thermocouple by plugging them into a laboratory digital thermometer and seeing if 

the thermocouple would read correct values in ambient conditions and when exposed to a flame. 
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Once confirmed that the thermocouples were responsive, the thermocouple would be hooked into 

the DAQ. We would test for responsiveness of the thermocouple like before but with the 

LabVIEW charts values. This second test was implemented to check that there were no lose or 

faulty connections and to establish the LabVIEW code was correct. 

 

 
Figure 13: The LabVIEW block diagram for obtaining temperature from our thermocouples. 

4.2.3. Bi-directional Probes 

Bi-directional probes, seen in Figure 14, are devices which measure the gas flow through an 

orifice. The device consists of a small cylindrical tube which records the positive flow through 

one end and the negative flow through the other to determine the pressure differential. These bi-

directional probes are placed parallel to the direction of flow, with the positive end facing the 

direction in which the flow is coming from. The bi-directional probes connect to a pressure 

sensor which outputs the differential pressures with a supplemental temperature. This allows us 

to infer the density to solve for the mass flow and velocity of the gas through Bernoulli’s 

Equation. However, this does not account for the extensive tubing connecting the probe to the 

Raspberry Pi reading these values, which creates a significant pressure loss. The equations in 

Appendix B.3 are utilized to determine the efficiency (ε) which can then be used to calculate the 

effective bidirectional pressure in Equation 7. The effective bidirectional pressure can then be 

used to solve for velocity. 
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Figure 14: Bi-Directional Probe 

𝑑𝑝𝑒𝑓𝑓  =  
𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟

1+𝜀
    (Equation 5) 

 

The bidirectional probes are experimentally calibrated to determine the amplification factor. This 

amplification number is a dimensionless unit and is dependent upon the orifice diameter. The 

correlation of the amplification factor for a 1 cm diameter was determined from previous 

laboratory experiments and is as follows: 

 

for dpeff < 0.25 Pa,  f(x) = ax
4 + bx

3
+ cx

2 + dx + e  (Equation 6) 

         dpeff > 0.25 Pa,        f(x) = 0.006935(x-3.238) + 1.817 

 

 

where a = -9530.7,  b= 5089.9, c=-917.87, d=64.28, and e=0.61. Once the effective bidirectional 

pressure is calculated, the velocity can then be calculated using the velocity equation for Pitot-

tubes, Equation 9. Pitot-tubes use the same correlations as bi-directional probes, which is why 

this equation can also be used for bi-directional probes, but with different correction factors. 

 

𝑣 =  𝑘√
2𝛥𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜌
     (Equation 7) 

 

where dpeff is the effective bidirectional pressure, ρ is the density of air at the correlation 

temperature, and k is the amplification factor.  

 

According to the study, The Examination of Bidirectional Velocity Probe used in Flames, as the 

flow of the bidirectional probe decreases, the uncertainty of the device’s accuracy increases (Gill 

et al., 2009). Additionally, the digital differential pressure sensor is only precise to 0.1 Pa. Our 

experiments have minimal flows, so this uncertainty is significant.  

 

A Raspberry Pi was utilized with the bi-directional probes as a simple computer which runs with 

python code. The code we used was provided to us by researchers in WPI’s Fire Lab, however, 
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we needed to adjust for the number of ports utilized in our tests. We also had to change the time 

step of how often the bi-directional probe was taking data. Originally the code was recording a 

value every millisecond, however for our experiment a reading per second was sufficient. 

Additionally, our digital differential pressure sensor setup only allowed us to read 4 bi-

directional probes per Raspberry Pi; therefore, we needed two computers with identical code to 

run in sync to capture the 5 bi-directional probes readings. Once the fire test was completed the 

python code produced a long text file of the raw data. This raw data was a single column that 

needed to be sorted into different columns for time and bi-directional probe readings. A 

MATLAB code in Appendix F, provided to us by researchers at WPI’s Fire Lab, helped us 

rearrange the raw data to useable data. The data was sorted into a spreadsheet that was then used 

to make calculations and graphs from. 

 

The bi-directional probes, digital differential pressure sensors, and python code were also tested 

for responsiveness. The probes connection hoses were initially blown into from the positive side 

by one group member while the group member was reading the live values from the Raspberry 

Pi. Implemented to all bidirectional probes, this test was to ensure the pressure transducers were 

responsive to a pressure change. The value on the Raspberry Pi would max out to a given 

maximum positive value, to the magnitude of 100,000, meaning it was sensing a pressure 

change. If a negative value was read, then the bi-directional probe would need to be flipped 

around, and if there were no reading other troubleshooting methods needed to be implemented. 

These would entail ensuring the right bi-directional probe was selected on the computer, and 

confirming the air was going into the right bi-directional probe. Another similar preliminary test 

had to be run where the process described above was utilized except the flow would be directed 

into the bi-directional probe rather than through the tube. Similar trouble shooting techniques 

from above was also done if there were issues. 

 

4.2.4. Cameras 

The cameras were used in our experiments to record smoke conditions of various compartments. 

The building was mostly constructed from plywood, however strategically placed windows were 

used to see inside the structure. We had five cameras to record through various compartment 

windows located near the 3N apartment, 3rd floor hallway, 15th floor hallway, 19th floor hallway. 

Figure 15 is an example of the type and positioning of camera used throughout the experiment. 

The 3N apartment camera moved between Test 1 and Test 2 with the intention of filming a more 

critical point in our building. The camera was moved from the outside of the apartment to 

outside the apartment door to the hallway in hopes of seeing the smoke flow from the apartment 

to the hallway. The other cameras were located at the same windows for all experiments. Each 

camera was used to capture the smoke movement for at least three trials of each test. From this 

footage, we intended to qualitatively analyze the differences of smoke movement between each 

experimental test and the CFAST simulations. 
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Figure 15: Example of a Camera Positioning. 
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5. CFAST Model 

To create the CFAST Model, we first had to make modelling assumptions. CFAST has 

limitations in regard to building and fire designs, which must be accounted for when basing our 

model off of a realistic fire event. Based off these modeling assumptions and limitations, we 

were able to configure the CFAST model and develop fire scenarios. Then, we had to determine 

key locations where we would measure and record temperature, gas flow and smoke 

visualization. After our model was set up, we ran our simulations with tests varying the door 

opening fractions and compared the results to our physical tests. Each simulation has the same 

conditions and characteristics, except the opening percentage of the wall vents that emulate 

doors. The following sections discuss in further detail the steps taken to achieve our goals. 

5.1. Model Assumptions 

CFAST is a computational zone model software, and thus modeling assumptions need to be 

made to have the necessary parameters to run complete calculations. This section describes the 

necessary assumptions and simplifications we made, in addition to those already made in CFAST 

in relation to compartment fire dynamics as discussed in Section 2.2. 

 

Assumptions regarding leakage need to be made to balance the pressure and other losses within 

the model. This was achieved by creating vents in the burner room. While leakage was 

considered in CFAST, we expect there was significantly more leakage in the lab tests than had 

been modeled in CFAST. 

 

5.2. CFAST Model Configuration 

5.2.1. Model Geometry 

Compartments in CFAST are rectangular prisms that utilize cartesian coordinates to configure 

compartment length, width, and height which can be viewed in Smokeview. The compartments 

representing the two-story dwelling units were set as two-zone models and all other 

compartments were set as one-zone models. CFAST allows the user to distinguish one-zone 

models as shafts or corridors. Without simplifying these compartments to one-zone models the 

simulations would not run. The material used for wall, ceiling, and floor geometry was Plywood 

(1/2 in) from the CFAST thermal properties spreadsheet which also can be found in the SFPE 

Handbook. Input parameters for the CFAST model used in this study are shown in Appendix M 

below and an isometric view of the entire model is shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Finalized Compartment Configuration 

 

Doors in the CFAST models were input as wall vents connecting the compartments to each 

other. Each wall vent dimension is 3” wide and 6” high. As CFAST cannot model door openings 

as angles, we instead had to use equivalent opening fractions. For the trial of open doors, the 

opening percentage was set to 1.00, the opening percentage in the trial for 45 degree doors was 

set to 0.77 and the opening percentage in the trial of 20 degree open doors was set to 0.33. The 

door opening percentage was determined by taking the ratio of the distance from the edge of the 

door to the door frame and the full door opening width (3 inches) in the physical fire test model 

for each door position. This is further explained in Appendix B.2.   

 

Additionally, we had to devise a method to model stairways in CFAST. Each level of Stair A and 

Stair B was created as a separate compartment yielding two compartments per floor and were set 

as shaft one-zone models. To model the stair risers, we created ceiling vents on alternating sides 
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of each compartment as seen in Figure 16. These ceiling vents are 4ft by 4ft which span the 

width of the compartment. The intention of these vents was to emulate the flow of smoke in a 

stairwell. Figure 17 below is a visual representation of how these ceiling vents correlate to stair 

opening where the CFAST ceiling vent are outlined in purple, Stair A is represented by the blue 

shapes and Stair B is represented by the green shapes. 

 

 

 
Figure 17:CFAST Vent Layout for Stairwell Configuration 

5.2.2. Fire Size & Growth 

A steady-state 2.3 kW fire was configured in the lower level of the two-story dwelling unit in the 

same location our burner was placed in the physical fire tests. The chemical composition of 

propylene and the heat release rate was entered into CFAST to emulate the lab test fire described 

in section 4.1.3., which goes more in depth about the fire composition. The fire had a ramp time 

of 15 seconds and was held at the peak HRR of 2.3 kW for 6 minutes (360 seconds) to align with 

the physical trials.  

 

The open vent on the side of the lower level of the dwelling unit was used for ventilation in the 

physical lab test model was also modeled in CFAST to sustain the fire. A vent is required in 

CFAST for similar reasons to the lab model. If there were no vents, the simulation and 

experimental fire would have extinguished due to oxygen deprivation. 

5.3. CFAST Calculations 

For our CFAST runs, no devices were utilized to extract information from our model. CFAST 

automatically generates output spreadsheet files as mentioned above, with various calculated 
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values. We used the temperature and mass flow calculation in the compartments and through 

vents to compare CFAST to our experimental tests.  

5.3.1. Gas Temperature 

CFAST calculates the average gas temperature in the upper and lower layers of a compartment. 

The compartments we examined in our simulations were the Lower Compartment of 3N, Upper 

Compartment of 3N, 3rd floor hallway, 15th floor hallway, and 19th floor hallway. Gas 

temperature values are calculated for the upper layer by estimating a continuous vertical profile 

of temperature, according to Appendix A of the CFAST Validation Guide. The upper layer 

temperatures of each compartment are also necessary to calculate velocity from the mass flow 

rate. This is a simple relation to the ideal gas law as temperature affects the density of air which 

in turn affects the velocity. 

5.3.2. Vent Mass Flow 

In CFAST, the only location mass flow can be measured is through horizontal vents. Mass flow 

is the total amount of mass moving into one compartment from a second compartment through 

the total vent area (Peacock et al., 2015). Vent mass flow is another value that CFAST outputs in 

kilograms per second (kg/s) without the need for additional devices. We took the vent mass flow 

from the 3N to the hallway wall vent, both 3rd floor hallway wall vents, the 15th floor hallway 

wall vent, the 19th floor hallway wall vent, and the penthouse exhaust vent that acted as a 

‘window’. Each of the wall vents represented a ‘door’, except the window vent in the penthouse. 

From this, the mass flow rate was used to manually calculate the velocities of gases which was 

later compared with the velocities from the fire tests. This was done on a separate spreadsheet 

and was heavily dependent on the change in temperature and mass flow. The mass flow rate 

equation was rearranged to solve for the velocity of the CFAST output= (as shown in Equation 

10). 

  

𝑣 =  
(ṁ)

𝜌⋅𝐴
     (Equation 8) 
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6. Testing 

6.1. Fire Testing 

Before we began fire testing, we needed to decide on different conditions we wanted to test. Our 

main priorities were to focus on how smoke moves, and the different effects door positioning can 

have in our model. This led to a few variables that could be manipulated for differing results, 

including behavior of the fire, the possible smoke blockages in our model, and the experimental 

run time. Our group decided to employ a steady-state fire with the same heat release rate of 2.3 

kW, the same simulation time of 6 minutes, but with differing door positions along the 3rd floor. 

These parameters are also outlined in Table 1 below. As discussed in earlier sections, the heat 

release rate of the test fire was based on flame height and the feasibility of the fire within our 

tests. The door positions were varied in each test because of the potential effect it would have on 

the smoke movement, temperature, and flows. The concept of differing door positions was 

modeled on the Bronx Apartment Fire case study because the exact status of doors at the time of 

the fire was unknown. The simulation time was also based on an estimate from the Bronx 

Apartment Fire. We scaled the approximate time it took for smoke to reach the top during the 

Bronx Fire (Singhvi et al., 2022) and then scaled it with the equation mentioned above and got 

slightly under 6 minutes. Three trials were run per test in order for the data to be averaged for 

each scenario. Many of these parameters were also decided on the fact that we only had two 

weeks to conduct fire tests.  

 
Table 1: Finalized Physical Testing Trials 

Test Number 

of Trials 

Fire Degree of Door 

Opening 

Simulation Time 

1 3 Steady-state, 

2.3 kW 

No door 

 

6 minutes 

2 3 Steady-state, 

2.3 kW 

45° open 6 minutes 

3 3 Steady-state, 

2.3 kW 

20° open 

 

6 minutes 

6.1.1. Experimental Setup for Physical Tests 

The goal of the project was to create an apparatus that allowed for repeatability. This goal was 

achieved as each of the trials were conducted in the same manner in order to limit the confusion 

of extra steps. Each group member was assigned to a specific role during the trials which 

generally continued through the subsequent tests and trials. In Appendix E we listed the series of 

events in which conducted our trial to ensure repeatability and precision. 
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A stopwatch was used for each of the trials to best align with the collected data. The group 

decided this was the best decision to only collect necessary data points as the ambient points 

were not needed for data comparison. Each of these steps were completed in succession from the 

top of the testing apparatus down to the initial opening of the propylene tank. These steps were 

the same for all of the trial conditions and varied door positions. This was done to create the best 

opportunity for consistent data collection. The group only changed the position of the door to test 

the affect door positioning had on smoke movement through the building. No other data 

collection specific testing procedures were changed during the varied door positions. The time 

between tests varied as we had to allow for the cooling of our compartment to prevent inaccurate 

temperature readings.  

6.2.  Overview of Tests: CFAST and Fire Tests 

As previously mentioned, we conducted three tests. These tests involved the varying of door 

openings in the 3rd floor hallway, which included the two doors into the stairwell and the door 

into apartment 3N. In the lab tests, the three variations of door openings were tested which 

include fully open, 45 degrees, and 20 degrees. The same door locations were used in CFAST 

with equivalent door opening fractions of 100%, 77%, and 33%. The door configurations for the 

lab tests and CFAST are further described in Table 2 and pictured in Figure 18. 

 
Table 2: Door Configurations of Tests 

 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 

CFAST (Vent) 100% 77% 33% 

Lab (Door) Open 45 degrees 20 degrees 

 

 
Figure 18: Door Configuration between our lab tests and CFAST tests 
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7. Results and Analysis 

The temperature, velocity, and smoke visualization results from CFAST and the fire tests were 

analyzed graphically. Graphs were made for each measurement at 3N, 3rd Floor Hallway, 15th 

Floor Hallway, 19th Floor Hallway, and the Penthouse. Peak temperatures and velocities were 

utilized to create a graph to track the values as they moved through the testing apparatus. 

Additionally, calculations were also conducted to determine the percent difference between the 

CFAST and test results to evaluate the degree to which the results compared. We also compared 

the timing for smoke to reach the penthouse in CFAST and the lab tests using cameras and 

Smokeview renderings and analyzed the smoke appearance as it progressed up the building. To 

compare the results of the smoke visualization, side-by-side photos were placed at time intervals 

of two minutes.  

 

7.1. Temperature 

In this section, the increase in temperature from ambient conditions at selected locations within 

the building are graphically compared between lab tests and CFAST simulations. The selected 

locations, in order as they appear, are the Lower Compartment, Upper Compartment, 3rd Floor 

Hallway, 15th Floor Hallway, and 19th Floor Hallway. The naming convention of each test is 

displayed in Table 2 above and the location of each thermocouple can be found in Appendix E. 

 

The temperature data from the three trials of each lab test were grouped together based on the 

location of the thermocouple and door configuration. The test data was aligned with the time of 

ignition in each trial set as 0 seconds. From this basepoint, the temperature values of the three 

trials were averaged for each second over the following 360 seconds. In order to align the 

temperature results with the temperature values calculated in CFAST, the temperature from each 

thermocouple along the ceiling of each compartment was averaged for each time step.  

 

Additionally, the operation of the hood in WPI Fire Lab causes the ambient temperature to vary 

from trial-to-trial. Therefore, to determine the ambient temperature for each trial, data collection 

was started at least 60 seconds before the start of the trial. The temperatures recorded over these 

first 60 seconds were averaged to determine the ambient temperature for each trial. Then, the 

ambient temperatures of the three trials for each door configuration were averaged to reflect how 

the 360 seconds of temperature data mentioned was presented. It was not necessary to calculate 

the ambient temperature in CFAST, ambient temperature is a user defined value. The ambient 

temperatures for each test are displayed in Table 3 below. 

 
Table 3: Ambient Temperatures throughout the building 

 Lower 

Compartment 

Upper 

Compartment 
Hall 3 Hall 15 & 19 

Lab Test 1 18.9 °C 18.9 °C 18.1 °C 18.0 °C 

Lab Test 2 24.8 °C 26.4 °C 21.0 °C 17.0 °C 

Lab Test 3 22.9 °C 23.1 °C 18.3 °C 17.6 °C 

CFAST (All tests) 20 °C 20 °C 20 °C 20 °C 
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7.1.1. Lower Compartment 

The temperature rise results in the upper layer of the Lower Compartment are shown in Figure 

19 below for the reduced-scale model. Tests 1 and 2 followed similar trends for both CFAST and 

the lab test data and appear to overlap since the difference in temperature between them is less 

than 1 °C. Test 3 was expected to see higher temperatures because the vent opening percentage 

and door position were the smallest, resulting in more heated air to be retained inside of the 

compartment. In the CFAST simulations, temperatures in Test 3 were about 5 °C higher than 

Tests 1 and 2, whereas for the lab tests the temperatures in Test 3 were roughly double the 

temperatures observed in Tests 1 and 2. This discrepancy is anticipated to be caused by the 

necessary assumptions CFAST makes for a zone model. However, it should be noted that due to 

scheduling constraints, less time was given between trials in lab test 3 for the structure to cool 

leading to a higher ambient temperature and possibly higher temperature rise results. 

 

 
Figure 19: Lower Compartment Temperature Rise 

7.1.2. Upper Compartment 

The temperature rise results in the upper layer of the Upper Compartment are shown in Figure 20 

below for the reduced-scale model. The opening percentage of the vents was expected to have a 

significant effect on the temperature rise observed in the Upper Compartment since this is where 

the vent opening was located. This was proven to be true as the temperature rise data showed the 

greatest difference between tests in the Upper Compartment. However, the order of how much 

temperature increased in each test did not match what was expected. The temperature increase in 

CFAST Test 1 was typically 1-2 °C greater than CFAST Test 2, and the temperature rise in 

CFAST Test 3 was observed to be lower than CFAST Test 2 by at most 10 °C. Since heated air 

is more buoyant than cool air and will rise to the ceiling, it was expected that CFAST Test 3 

would have the highest increase in temperature, CFAST Test 2 the second highest, and CFAST 

TEST 1 the lowest increase. The same behavior was observed in the lab tests, where lab Tests 1 

was roughly 10 °C higher than lab Tests 2, and lab Tests 2 was 2-3 °C higher than lab Test 3. 
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Figure 20: Upper Compartment Temperature Rise 

7.1.3. Hall 3 

The temperature rise results in the upper layer of Hall 3 are shown in Figure 21 below for the 

reduced-scale model. Examining the plots of the CFAST tests, the temperature values in CFAST 

Test 1 are typically 1°C greater than in CFAST Test 2. The temperature observed in CFAST Test 

3 was lower than both CFAST Test 1 and Test 2 by approximately 2-3 °C. Since the vent 

opening percentage was the smallest for CFAST Test 3, it was expected that it would allow the 

least amount of heated air to flow through and therefore had the lowest increase in temperature. 

For the lab tests, the temperature plots for Lab Tests 1 and 2 were typically within 2 °C of each 

other, whereas the temperature in Lab Test 7 was about 7 °C less than Lab Tests 1 and 2. 

Lab Test 2 had a higher temperature than Lab Test 1 by 2-3 °C. The temperature rises in Test 3 

were expected to be the lowest of the three because the smaller openings at the doors would 

allow less heated gas to flow from the Upper Compartment into Hall 3, and from Hall 3 into the 

stairwell. Additionally, while Lab Test 1 saw a higher temperature rise than Lab Test 2 in the 

Upper Compartment, it saw a slightly lower temperature rise in Hall 3. CFAST Test 1 had a 

higher temperature rise in both the Upper Compartment and in Hall 3 than CFAST Test 2. 
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Figure 21: Hall 3 Temperature Rise 

7.1.4. Hall 15 & Hall 19 

The temperature rise results in the upper layers of Halls 15 and 19 are shown in Figures 22 below 

for the reduced-scale model. For the entire duration of the tests the temperature rise was 

observed to be close to 0 °C, which means that the temperatures remained at ambient. Therefore, 

these temperature rises offer no significant comparison between CFAST and the lab tests, 

although it is encouraging CFAST’s approximations matched the behavior observed in the lab 

tests. The temperatures in Hall 15 and Hall 19 have implications on the behavior of the smoke, as 

discussed further in Section 7.3. 

 

Figure 22: Hall 15 & Hall 19 Temperature Rise 

7.1.5. Peak Temperature Rise by Location 

Figure 23 below displays the peak temperature rise recorded at each location, for the purpose of 

observing air temperature rise as the air flows through the model. As expected, the temperature 
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rise decreased as the heated air moved further away from the fire room through the model. The 

decrease in temperature rise was more constant for the CFAST simulations than in the lab tests. 

For each test, the highest value of temperature rise throughout the 360 second test period was 

plotted as a function of its location.  

 
Figure 23: Peak Temperature by Location 

7.1.6. Full Scale CFAST Model 

When we ran our reduced-scale CFAST simulations, they each returned an error message saying 

that the dimensions of the compartments were not within typical bounds. The typical bounds for 

width, depth, and height in CFAST are 0.5 m to 100 m (~1.66 ft to 328 ft). As noted in previous 

sections of this report, our typical compartment height was 8.5 in (0.2159 m). In an effort to 

understand how CFAST approximated compartment geometry outside the typical bounds, a 

CFAST model with full-scale dimensions and a HRR of 917 kW was simulated for each test. 

Unfortunately, due to time constraints, only the overall trends of the full-scale and reduced-scale 

tests were analyzed. The results for these full-scale simulations are displayed in Figure 24 below. 
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Figure 24: Lower Compartment Temperature Rise for the Full-Scale Model 

The magnitude of temperature rise in the full-scale was significantly larger than the reduced-

scale, but this was expected to be due to the significantly larger HRR. Both simulations develop 

similarly over the first 25 seconds, but the slope of the temperature rise plot for reduced-scale 

simulations plateau harder than the full-scale simulations after the initial 25 seconds. Results for 

the other four locations can be found in Appendix P.   

7.1.7. Temperature Percent Difference 

Percent difference is defined as the absolute value of the ratio of the difference between two 

numbers and their average, expressed as a percentage. The percent difference tells us the error of 

measurement in an experiment, as this value increases the error increases. 

 
|𝑋1−𝑋2|

𝑋1+𝑋2
2

𝑥 100 = Percent difference  (Equation 9) 

The 3rd Floor Hallway was observed to have the greatest difference, with percent differences 

over 100%. Additionally, the percent difference for the Lower Compartment in Test 1 and Test 2 

was also relatively high, around 80%. The Upper Compartment saw percent differences of less 

than 60%, and the 15th and 19th Floor Hallways did not see a difference in temperature. Table 4 

below displays the percent difference between peak temperatures at each location, for each test. 

Equation 11 below was used to calculate the percent difference. 
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Table 4: Percent Differences of Peak Temperatures between CFAST & Lab Tests  

Overview of Percent Differences from Peak Temperatures between Tests 1, 2, and 3 

Location Test 1 (%) Test 2 (%) Test 3 (%) 

Lower Compartment 82 85 19 

Upper Compartment 38 59 53 

3rd Floor Hallway 117 125 122 

15th Floor Hallway 0 0 0 

19th Floor Hallway 0 0 0 

 

7.2. Velocity  

To analyze our velocity data, we used quantitative graphical techniques and compared our data at 

each location. As mentioned in the bi-directional probe section, the outputs from our physical 

tests produced differential pressures, which were then used to calculate velocity using the 

correlation equations. The velocity data was recorded from each bi-directional pressure device 

and categorized into their different locations. Once all of the data was collected, we averaged the 

data from each trial between tests filtering out the noise and outliers. We also had to offset the 

velocity to account for the ambient air conditions of the lab. Originally the data was noisy, as 

there were several fluctuations which made it difficult to observe the trends, so we averaged the 

data between increments of ten seconds. Then, once the trends became clearer, we plotted the 

CFAST results on the same graphs. From there, we compared the overall trends and the peak 

velocities between the physical tests and CFAST tests. 
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Figure 25: Velocity Comparison for Open Doors Test 

 

The experimental and CFAST velocity results at different locations within the building are 

shown in Figure 25. The comparison of the CFAST and experimental velocity results yield 

similar trends. The overall trends of the graphs showed that the locations which experienced the 

most significant velocities are (in order of greatest to lowest flows): apartment 3N, Penthouse, 

3rd Floor Hallway and Stairwell. The velocities within apartment 3N were the most significant, 

as this was the origin of the fire. The greatest temperatures were also seen in this area, which 

enabled a buoyant smoke plume to travel up to the upper compartment and through the doorway 

into the hall. The velocities observed experimentally fluctuated between 0.7 and 0.9 m/s at 

steady burning conditions. The velocities recorded in CFAST yielded much lower values, at 0.2 

m/s. From the apartment, the smoke flows through the 3rd Floor Stairwell, filling the entire 

volume of the hallway, creating a stratification with a minor upper layer formation, and then 

flowing into the stairwell. The bi-directional probe located in the doorway connecting to the 

stairwell on the 3rd Floor correlated velocities fluctuating between 0.1 and 0.4 m/s, appearing to 

have an upward slope. Within the 15th Hallway door, the flows appeared to yield no velocity for 

CFAST, and a fluctuation of around zero, with some flows actually moving opposite (showing 

negative values). The hypothesis within the experimental velocity values is that the smoke is 

traveling into the 15th floor and filling the hall, and as there is no exhaust in this area, or no 

significant leakage, the smoke is filling and back flowing into the stairwell. Additionally, at very 

Velocity Comparison Graphs  
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low flows, bidirectional probes may not be able to provide consistent or accurate data, which 

could result in these fluctuations around 0 m/s. Moving up the stairwell, the smoke continued to 

disperse and become less buoyant-driven, and more flow-driven, which resulted in the majority 

of the flow being pushed out of the penthouse, the primary exhaust. The results of the CFAST 

and experimental trials yielded velocities of 0.5 m/s and 0.15 m/s, a difference of 0.35 m/s. 

Figure 26 below displays the peak velocity recorded at each location, for the purpose of 

observing velocity as the air flows through the model. 

 

 
Figure 26: Velocity by Location 

Table 5: Percent Differences of Peak Velocities between CFAST and Lab Tests  

Overview of Percent Differences from Peak Velocities between Tests 1, 2, and 3 

Location Test 1 (%) Test 2 (%)  Test 3 (%) 

Apt. 3N Doorway 140 153 151 

3rd Floor Doorway 86 89 76 

15th Floor Doorway 200 200 200 

Penthouse Window 102 110 123 

 

Comparing the CFAST peak velocities to the Lab peak velocities (in Appendix J), we were able 

to determine the percentage differences at each location. Overall, the results test-to-test yielded 

similar percentage differences in the same locations, as shown in Table 5. At apartment 3N, the 

difference ranged from 140% to 151%, this means that our lab tests were quite different from 
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CFAST. The 3rd Floor doorway yielded the smallest percent difference, which ranged between 

76% and 89%. This means that our measurements between the lab tests and CFAST were most 

closely related in this area. In the 15th floor doorway, all of the results yielded a 200% difference, 

which makes sense as CFAST recorded values close to zero, while our lab tests ranged between 

0.05 to 0.1 m/s. This means that there was the most significant error within the 15th floor 

doorway between CFAST and the Lab. At the Penthouse window, results concluded a difference 

which ranged between 102% and 123%.  Overall, these velocity results yielded significant errors 

between CFAST and the lab tests. 

7.2.1. Mass Flow 

 

 
Figure 27: Mass Flow at the Penthouse 

 

Figure 27 above represents the recorded mass flows in the cross-sectional area of the window in 

the penthouse. The comparison between the CFAST and the Experimental mass flows yield 

similar trends. The results of the CFAST mass flows in Test 1 and Test 2, with the doors at 100% 

and 77% open, show nearly the same value, around 0.00225 kg/s. Meanwhile, Test 3 (at 33% 

open), yields lower mass flows than that of the previous tests, at a peak value 0.002 kg/s. The 

results of the experimental data show similar trends, at lower mass flow readings. Test 1 shows 

fluctuations around 0.0015 kg/s, Test 2 shows more steady values around 0.0013 kg/s, and Test 3 

shows a down sloping trend, unlike all of the other tests, which peaks around 0.0013 and then 

decreases to 0.00075 in 6 minutes. The comparisons shown within Figure 27 show similar 

trends, yet greater mass flow values within the CFAST tests. These differences are likely a result 

of leakage which was much more observable in the experiments compared to the numerical 

modeling program, which does not experience leakage unless input. Additionally, it can be noted 
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the effect of doors played a significant role in the different mass flow recordings, especially in 

CFAST, where it appears the difference between 77% and 100% wasn’t significant enough for 

different mass flows, however the difference between 77% and 33% was 0.0005 kg/s. Overall, 

the mass flow graph above can deduce that the air coming into our compartment is very closely 

related to the air exhausting, when comparing our lab tests and CFAST.  

7.3. Smoke Visualization 

Along with quantitative results as mentioned above, we also gathered qualitative results. We 

tried to observe the smoke movement throughout our building by capturing multiple videos of 

smoke through various windows of our structure. The reason we wanted to observe smoke 

movement was to potentially compare the 911 calls of reported smoke in the Bronx Fire with our 

smoke movement results. Although we cannot make any firm conclusions or correlations about 

the Bronx Fire from our model, it was more used to see if our scaled model was somewhat 

similar to the Bronx Fire. 

 

We chose to post-process our 20 minute videos to still frame visualizations by taking snap shots 

of the same points in time across all tests at each location. The first row is at 0 minutes when the 

fire is just beginning and as you go down the rows the progression in time increases by 

increments of 2 minutes. Each column, with a label on the x-axis, represents the location of 

where the footage captured. A single trial was used to represent a test, intending to ensure the 

smoke movement will be accurately depicted rather than utilizing multiple different trials.  

The trial videos that were extracted from the camera footage was reliant on which trial videos 

were the visually clearest. Generally, the difference of the visual data at each location is not 

readily comparable across Test 1, Test 2, and Test 3. 

 

 
Figure 28: Test 1 Camera Results 
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In the open-door trial, as seen in Figure 28, it is clearly seen as time progresses each location 

becomes visually darker indicating that the room is being filled with smoke. The smoke 

development can be seen at every location at varying degrees. There are no distinct layers that 

can be seen in every location. In general, the 3rd floor cameras do not depict the smoke well, 

regardless of a layer development or not. However, the upper hallways have better visuals that 

clearly show the lack of layer development. From the visuals, we can assume there is no layer 

development because the whole room just becomes darker with no distinct upper layer. The 

penthouse view is from a different trial because the position that was taken in this trial lacked 

clear visuals of the smoke coming from the penthouse. However, this trial had a very similar 

time for smoke reaching the top which we decided would be an acceptable representation of the 

other trial. 

 

The footage from Test 2 and 3, in Appendix K showed similar results to Test 1 where the 3rd 

floor footage was not clear, but the upper hallways were slightly more clear showing smoke but 

with no clear layer development. However, a point that was comparable was the footage taken at 

the Penthouse location. As seen in Figure 29, we could take snap shots from each test and 

compare the smoke at the Penthouse. The red shapes added onto the photos are to highlight the 

smoke that came from the penthouse tunnel. Based on this initial comparison, the open and 45° 

door position had smoke production between 2 and 4 minutes whereas the 20° door position had 

smoke production between 4 and 6 minutes. This is further discussed in later sections.  

 

 
Figure 29: Penthouse Smoke Exhaust Comparison between All Tests 
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We also wanted to compare the smoke spread up the building in our experimental model to the 

actual Bronx Apartment fire event. According to the 911 calls in the Bronx Apartment, it was 

approximated that the actual fire event took 20 minutes to show smoke at the top floors. In this 

fire, the status of all the doors throughout the building was unknown. The purpose of introducing 

doors into our physical fire experimental trials was also to compare the effects the doors would 

have on the time for the smoke to reach the penthouse. At a 1:12 scale, the time for the smoke to 

reach the top of the scaled apartment was 5.6 minutes (340 seconds). We took the time from each 

test starting at the fires ignition to when we saw smoke coming from the penthouse. Then, we 

averaged the trial times to represent the time it took for the smoke to reach the top of the 

experimental model which is displayed in Table 6. This estimation was only done visually based 

on the camera footage.  
 

Table 6: Each tests average time for the smoke to reach the penthouse 

Time for Smoke to Reach Penthouse 

  

Experimental 

Time 
CFAST Model Time 

Difference Between 

Experimental and 

CFAST Model 

Bronx Fire 

Time 

Test 1 2:40 4:10 43% 

5:40 Test 2 3:40 4:30 27% 

Test 3 4:30 4:50 7% 

 

Comparing our fire tests smoke visualization results to the Bronx fire event, the time from Test 3 

for smoke to reach to the top of the building was most similar to the actual fire event. It was also 

determined in Table 4, the fully open test took 2 min 40 seconds, which scales to about half of 

the real fire event. With doors at 45º, the duration lengthened by 1 minute 20 seconds and closing 

the doors to 20º open, the smoke slowed by approximately an additional 1 minute. These smoke 

movement results from our fire tests are vastly different from our CFAST Smokeview smoke 

movement results. Part of the reason the results might not be similar is because they are not 

direct comparisons. For our experiment we used camera footage to determine the time it took for 

smoke to reach the top, whereas with CFAST we could see within the compartments to 

determine when smoke first reached the top.  
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Figure 30: Temperature of Upper/Lower Layer at 240 seconds 
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Figure 31: Smokeview of Upper/Lower Layer at 240 seconds 

Using Smokeview, we observed the smoke development and flow, as seen in Figure 30, 

throughout the compartments and flowing out of the penthouse. Each of these times varied for 

the different door angles. As seen in the above table, the CFAST smoke travel time stamp varied 

with each door angle. This was determined by when the smoke accumulated in the penthouse. 

Once the penthouse was a gray color but not black. At this point of smoke obscuration, the time 

stamp was recorded on the table. Additionally, as mentioned above in our fire tests the doors 

changed the angle and position whereas the cross sectional was reduced in CFAST. 
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8. Conclusion 

Analysis concluded that at a reduced-scale, CFAST approximated the general trends of the fire 

test data with reasonable agreement for temperatures but demonstrated a wider range of 

variability for smoke movement, velocities, and pressure.  

  

Temperature trends observed in CFAST simulations and lab tests generally agreed but 

demonstrated distinguishable differences in magnitude between tests. The main discrepancy that 

may have resulted in the over approximation of temperature in CFAST compared to the lab tests 

was leakage. While leakage was accounted for in the CFAST models, it may have not been 

enough compared to what was experienced in our lab tests. Unfortunately, we did not use any 

methods to determine the leakage in our lab tests therefore this could not be quantified. There 

were many other simplifying assumptions made to the CFAST model that may have affected the 

results. Another difference between CFAST and lab tests is how temperature and other values 

are recorded. In CFAST, the temperature output value is the average temperature in the gas layer, 

whereas our measurements in lab tests are at specific points using thermocouples.  

  

Values for velocity and mass flow rate were successfully calculated from the raw pressure 

differential measurements of the bi-directional probes. However, because the bi-directional 

probes were not positioned directly in the cross-sectional areas of the doorways the data could 

not be directly compared with CFAST. While there was a clear difference in the results between 

door configurations, it was difficult to determine clear trends from the velocity data and compare 

it to CFAST for all of our trials. Of those measurements that were able to be made within doors 

or windows, the most significant was that at the penthouse window where the test and computer 

simulation had a percent difference of 102% for Test 1, 110% for Test 2, and 124% for Test 3. It 

should also be noted that the flows observed throughout the lab tests were very low, which 

resulted in greater uncertainties within the bi-directional probe’s accuracy. This was evident in 

the fluctuations of the graphs for the lab tests and was the source of difficulty when trying to 

determine trends. Additionally, we did not record velocity and mass flow rate in our lab tests 

using the same methods that CFAST does. We calculated velocity and mass flow by using the 

pressure differentials recorded by the bi-directional probes. In CFAST, values for mass flow rate 

are only available at vents which significantly limits the flexibility and freedom of these 

measurements. Velocity through a vent in CFAST must also be manually calculated from the 

calculated values of mass flow rate.  

 

We also compared the timing for the smoke to reach the penthouse to see the impact of the door 

positions on smoke spread. Our results indicated that as the doors closed, it took longer for the 

smoke to reach the penthouse. The time for smoke to spread to the penthouse varied between 

CFAST and our lab tests with the changing of door positions. The calculated and measured times 

had a percent difference of 43% for Test 1, 27% for Test 2, and 7% for Test 3. Both CFAST and 

our fire Test 3 yielded results that most closely compared the smoke spread scaled timing for the 

Bronx Event. The discrepancies within these times may be a result of the different 

methodologies used to record smoke spread. To assess the smoke timing, we reviewed the 

footage of the camera facing the penthouse and used stopwatches to record time in our trials, 

both of which could have been subject to human error. Overall, there was a limited amount of 

quality smoke visualization footage from our lab tests to directly compare with CFAST, which 
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made determining trends and comparing the two difficult. The lab was dark, the camera footage 

wasn’t as clear as we had anticipated, and there may have been smoke exhausting from the 

penthouse not visible to us at the base of the model. In CFAST, we reviewed the Smokeview 

simulations and used markers to determine when the smoke reached the penthouse.  

 

Our experiments were successful in generating a signification amount of smoke and seeing 

smoke layers develop in the upper layers of the Lower and Upper Compartment. However, the 

temperature of the smoke decreased as it progressed through the structure which eventually 

reached ambient temperature around the 15th floor. This caused the flow of smoke to be 

convectively forced instead of buoyancy driven and resulted in the distribution of smoke within 

the upper portions of our building. Where the temperature of the smoke was ambient it appeared 

as a dark fog as opposed to developing in the upper layer as is typical in compartment fires. This 

demonstrated that in the upper floors of a high-rise it is not temperature that is the biggest threat, 

but the harmful chemicals within smoke and the other gaseous byproducts of fire. 

 

The door positions in the fire tests and CFAST simulations influenced the results. A difference in 

temperature rise can be seen between each test for both CFAST and fire tests, although in 

CFAST it was less prominent. As the doors closed, the delay of smoke exhausting from the 

penthouse window increased in the experimental trials. This influence of the doors closing also 

resulted in higher temperatures near the immediate fire area (lower level of apartment 3N), and 

slightly slower velocities throughout the building. The rest of the building generally experienced 

lower temperatures as the doors closed, due to the reduction in gas flows. In the upper level of 

the third-floor apartment, the highest temperatures were recorded within Test 1, which correlates 

with CFAST, however, we struggled to interpret the data gathered, and further investigation is 

suggested to gain a better understanding of the results. In CFAST, the temperature results 

between door positions also correlate with the results of our lab experiments.  
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9. Recommendations For Future Testing 

The recommendations below include strategies for improving future laboratory work, additional 

research that could be done to expand this study, and improved correlation with computer 

modeling output.  

 

Refined Testing Strategies 

In the future, to conduct these experiments with increased accuracy and frequency for data 

collection we recommend constructing the test apparatus with a transparent, detachable backing 

to allow for easy viewing of the insides of the compartments and smoke spread. This would also 

allow for physical access to the compartments to be cleaned and ensure repeatability within each 

test. To reduce the leakage within the test apparatus, we suggest the application of fire caulking, 

silicon, and foil tape. We were able to use these methods to prevent excessive smoke leakage and 

fire spread, and they were also used to secure instrumentation. Additionally, once construction is 

complete, we recommend the use of a calibrated fan to determine the mass flow input at one end 

and the output at another. This would be beneficial to adequately assess the leakage throughout 

the building so leakage can be properly modeled within the computational model. These methods 

are best utilized for better observation and measurement of smoke movement throughout a 

testing apparatus.   

 

To better evaluate velocity, we recommend using different devices than bi-directional probes to 

measure velocity at lower magnitudes and that may be easier to work with, such as flowmeters. 

We did not have access or available funding to use devices other than the bi-directional probes. 

Alternatively, positioning the bi-directional probes directly in the cross-sectional area of any 

vents or doorways, parallel to the flow. Position and orientation are essential when comparing 

these values to those in CFAST, since it only collects gas flow data through the vents along a 

plane and averages the respective values across the entire plane. Additionally, we recommend 

placing more thermocouples across the ceilings of relevant compartments, since the upper layer 

temperature output from CFAST is an average of the calculated upper layer temperatures. When 

using other computational models, it is imperative to understand how the program calculates to 

ensure replicability in a physical fire test. 

 

For smoke visualization, we recommend making objects with marked measurements to place in 

relevant compartments to quantify the development of a smoke layer that can easily be replaced. 

Further research into lighting techniques may also be beneficial, as our lights had trouble 

showing the smoke and became discolored after repetitive testing. Additionally, using cameras 

placed inside the compartments that can be controlled by a remote and synchronize with other 

cameras would allow video recordings to all start at the same time stamp. We spent 

approximately five minutes before tests starting each camera individually, and then had to edit 

each recording and trim the videos to all start at the same time in order to cross-compare them 

with each other. 

 

Methods to Better Correlate CFAST Experiments with Fire Tests 

We are proposing methods to better ensure the experiments in the computational model and the 

lab can be compared. Before the lab tests are constructed, it would be beneficial to first create the 

CFAST model and run a simulation to determine potential fire behavior and design limitations. 
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We also recommend utilizing measurement inputs which can be directly replicated in the 

laboratory. To improve CFAST tests, the simulations should be run with different zone types 

defined in the compartment geometry. This is better to gauge the sensitivity of different zone 

configurations and effects it has on the calculations to better align with the fire tests. CFAST can 

better expand its computational analysis by adding a stair geometry option during the 

compartment input phase of modeling, but this is not possible within the context of a two-zone 

model.   

 

Future Testing Possibilities 

In the future, we hope this study can lead to further developments in reduced-scale high-rise fire 

tests. Some ideas for future work include the variation of the heat release rates, alternative burner 

techniques, different and more accurate instrumentation, a variation of the scale and a wider 

arrangement of door configurations. Additionally, it may be beneficial to expand the scope of 

this research to include other computational models, such as FDS. Ideally, future testing will also 

include scaling of more than just the heat release rate. These ideas can lead to feasible and 

reliable alternatives to full-scale tests and may also lead to the use of reduced-scale fire tests to 

validate computational fire models. 
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Appendix A: Smoke Generation Techniques 
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Appendix B: Calculations 

Appendix B.1 Flow Calculations  

In the laboratory experiments propylene was used which has the heat of combustion of 48,895 

kJ/kg (Hurley et al., 2016). Utilizing the mass flow rate from Equation 1 which represents the 

relationship between the heat release rate and the heat of combustion we can determine the 

expected flow rate: 

 

ṁ𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑒 = 
2.33 𝑘𝑊

48,895 𝑘𝐽/𝑘𝑔
 = 4.8 x 10-5 kg/s 

 

The mass flow rate would have to be around 0.000048 kg/s to achieve the desired heat release 

rate. This calculation was a preliminary to the actual flow needed through the mass rotameter. 

The calculations for the actual flow through the mass rotameter can be seen in Appendix L. 

Appendix B.2 Scaling Calculations 

Heat Release Rate Scaling 

The full-scale high-rise fire was modeled at 1MW. The fire power is set after several trial cases 

to produce enough smoke to match with the events in the real scenario. According to the SFPE 

Handbook, numerous tests were conducted on mattresses with a bench-scale heat release rate and 

generally led to room fires on the order of 1 MW.  

 

To determine the scaled heat release rate for the model: 

 

1 MW Bronx Apartment Fire: 

 

𝑙1 = 8 𝑓𝑡. (2.4384 𝑚), 𝑙2 = 8 𝑖𝑛. (0.2032 𝑚), 𝑄1 = 1 𝑀𝑊 (1000𝑘𝑊) 
 

𝑄1

p∞ cpT√gl5/2 =
𝑄2

p∞ cpT√gl5/2 =>   
1000

𝑄2
= (

2.4384𝑚

0.2032𝑚
)5/2 ,  𝑄2 = 2.33 kW 

 

Time Scaling 

According to the detailed publication in the New York Times, the fire event was able to be 

modeled from retracing the 911 calls to determine where and at which time smoke was observed 

from tenants. Calls were made from more than 40 of the 120 apartments. The fire alarms went on 

at 10.35 am. 10 minutes before the first 911 call at 10:54 am that reported seeing smoke on the 

3rd floor, and 11:37am when the last call came in, for a total burn time of 53 minutes. Within 20 

minutes of the start of the fire, smoke shot up the stairwells, entering hallways on higher floors. 

Within 10 minutes of the first 911 call, smoke was already reported on the 16th floor.  

 

To determine the time for smoke to reach the top of the building in the 1:12 scaled enclosure, the 

initial assumption is that in the actual fire event it took approximately 20 minutes, based on 911 

calls. 
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𝑙1 = 8 𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑟 2.4384 𝑚, 𝑙2 = 8 𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ 𝑜𝑟 .2032 𝑚, 𝑔 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡,   𝑡1 = 1200 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 

 
1200

√2.4384/𝑔
=

𝑡

√. 2032/𝑔
  

 

𝑡 =
1200

√2.4384
 ∗  √. 2032 

𝑡 = 336.12 𝑠 (5.6 𝑚𝑖𝑛) 

 

To determine the duration of the whole fire event, the assumption is that the fire was controlled 

within an hour, so 𝑡1 would be 3600s. 

 
3600

√2.4384/𝑔
=

𝑡

√0.2032/𝑔
  

 

𝑡 =
3600

√2.4384
 ∗  √0.2032 

𝑡 =  1,039𝑠 (17.3 𝑚𝑖𝑛) 

 

This means that with the fire modeled on a 1:12 scale from the actual fire event, the duration of 

the experiment would be approximately 17 minutes long. This would account for the initial fire 

growth period, the flashover within the compartment, and then the firefighters eventually 

reaching the building and the fire decay period. 

 

Appendix B.3 Door Percentage Calculation for CFAST Correlations 

 

 
 

 

The door percentage input into CFAST was calculated at each different degree opening by taking 

the ratio of C to B. We used the law of sines to calculate the third side (C).  

Appendix B.4 Bidirectional Pressure to Velocity Calculations 
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Appendix C: Materials List 

 

Item Quantity 

2x4x8's Wood 2 

Polycarbonate Sheets (12"x24"x3/32") 4 

Standard-Wall Steel Pipe Nipple 4 

304 Stainless Steel Threaded Pipe Fitting 2 

1008-1010 Carbon Steel Shim Stock 1 

Nashua Tape 1 

CNS Lumber (19/32 in. x 4 ft. x 8ft.) 12 

2" star head screws 1 lb.  1 

Propane Hose 1 

½” Pipe Cap 4 

Flare Fitting 1 

Fire Caulk 3 

Silicone Caulk 2 

Various Fittings - 

Propylene (59LB) 1 

Closet Lights x 6 1 

2x4 12 ft 8 

12ft Strip Lights 1 
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Appendix D: Model Dimensions & Drawing Sheets



 

1 
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Appendix E: Instrumentation Layout 
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Appendix F: Instrumentation Identification
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Appendix G: Test Procedure 
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Appendix H: Thermocouple Code  
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Appendix I: Python & MATLAB Code for Bi-directionial 

Probe Fire Tests 

 

import time 

import math 

import numpy as np  

from Sen_test import SDP8x 

from TCA_class import I2C_SW 

from datetime import datetime 

from time import sleep 

 

# create an empty list of SDP8x devices  

test_sensor=[] 

 

# create an instance of the multiplexer class (I2C at address 0x70) 

SW=I2C_SW(0X70, 1) 

# pause briefly (may not be necessary) 

# time.sleep(.1)Closed_PL1_15cm_45Hz 

 

datafile = open("test9000.txt","w") 

#when writing to a txt file there is no seperation of which  

m = 0  

n = 1 #number of sensors 

x = 1 

f = 2 #Hz  

t = 1/f 

 

# the steps below will initialize each device, by toggling relevant multiplexer channel 

for i in range(m,n): 

    # toggle channel 

    SW.chn(i) 

    # initialize sensor on that channel 

    tmp=SDP8x() 

    # append sensor to the list of all sensors 

    test_sensor.append(tmp) 

 

# this loop will then display readings for each sensor 

#print('Location 61cm away from bed',file=datafile) 

j = 0 

d = [] 

 

while 1: 

    time.sleep(1) 

    dt = datetime.now() 

    d += [dt.strftime("%M")] 

    d += [dt.strftime("%S")] 

    d += [dt.strftime("%f")] 

     

    for i in range(m,n): 
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Appendix J: Locational Velocity Graphs and Tables 
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Peak Velocity for Test 1: Fully Open 

Location Lab Test 1:  

No Door (m/s) 

CFAST Test 1:  

100% Open (m/s) 

Percent Difference 

(%) 

Apt. 3N Doorway 1.140 0.200 140 

3rd Floor Doorway 0.216 0.086 86 

15th Floor Doorway 0.071 0.00003 199.8 

Penthouse Window 0.508 0.1656 101.6 
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Peak Velocity for Test 2: Halfway Open Doors 

Location Lab Test 2:  

(45 Degrees) 

(m/s) 

CFAST Test 2:  

77% Open (m/s) 

Percent Difference 

(%) 

Apt. 3N Doorway 1.487 0.1989 152.8 

3rd Floor Doorway 0.219 0.0844 88.7 

15th Floor Doorway 0.168 0.00003 199.9 

Penthouse Window 0.571 0.165 110.3 

 

 

Peak Velocity for Test 3: Ajar Doors 

Location Lab Test 3:  

(20 Degrees) 

(m/s) 

CFAST Test 3:  

33% Open (m/s) 

Percent Difference 

(%) 

Apt. 3N Doorway 1.241 0.1715 151.4 

3rd Floor Doorway 0.033 0.0731 75.6 

15th Floor Doorway 0.059 0.00003 199.8 

Penthouse Window 0.605 0.143 123.5 
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Appendix K: Locational Smoke Movement Visuals 
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Appendix L: Rotameter Calculations & Correlations 

Desired HRR (kW)  Correction Factor 

2.33  Gas 0.822 

 
 Temperature 1.009 

Expected Flow Rate (L/min)  Pressure 1.066 

1.42  Gas Properties 

Rotameter Value  Heat of combustion (kJ/kg) 48895 

~29-30  Density (kg/m^3) 1.7855 

  Conversion Factors 

  m^3 to L 1000 

  s to min 60 

Figure 32: Simplified calculations to solve for expected flow rate. 

The desired HRR is calculated from Appendix B to scale a 1MW fire to a 1:12 scale. The 

correction factors are based off measurements that were taken during the experimental fire tests 

provided in the tables below. The gas correction factor was determined based on our gas we used 

for the fire in the table below. 

 

𝐻𝑅𝑅 = Desired HRR 

𝐻𝐶= Heat of Combustion 

𝐶𝐹𝐿= Conversion factor for cubic meters to liters 

𝐶𝐹𝑚= Conversion factor for seconds to minutes 

𝐶𝐺= Correction Factor of Gas 

𝐶𝑇= Correction Factor of Temperature 

𝐶𝑃= Correction Factor of Pressure 

𝐸𝐹𝑅 = Expected flow rate 

 

𝐸𝐹𝑅 =
𝐻𝑅𝑅

𝐻𝐶
∗ 𝐶𝐹𝐿 ∗ 𝐶𝐹𝑚 ∗ 𝐶𝐺 ∗ 𝐶𝑇 ∗ 𝐶𝑃 

𝐸𝐹𝑅 =
2.3

48895
∗ 1000 ∗ 60 ∗ 0.822 ∗ 1.009 ∗ 1.066 = 1.40 L/min 
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Appendix M: Rotometer Correction Factors 
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Appendix N: CFAST Graphical User Interface 
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Appendix O: Percentage Difference of Peak Temperature 

Results 

Peak Temperature for Test 1 

Location Lab Test 1:  

No Door (°C) 

CFAST Test 1:  

100% Open (°C) 

Percent Difference 

(%) 

Lower Compartment 60.8 146.0 82 

Upper Compartment 51.3 75.0 38 

3rd Floor Hallway 34.1 9.0 117 

15th Floor Hallway 0 0 0 

19th Floor Hallway 0 0 0 

 
 

Peak Temperature for Test 2 

Location Lab Test 2:  

(45 Degrees) (°C) 

CFAST Test 2:  

77% Open (°C) 

Percent Difference 

(%) 

Lower Compartment 59.3 146 85 

Upper Compartment 39.7 73 59 

3rd Floor Hallway 37.4 9 125 

15th Floor Hallway 0 0 0 

19th Floor Hallway 0 0 0 

 

Peak Temperature for Test 3 

Location Lab Test 3:  CFAST Test 3:  

33% Open (°C) 

Percent Difference 

(%) 
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(20 Degrees) 

(°C) 

Lower Compartment 125.0 151.0 19 

Upper Compartment 37.9 65.0 53 

3rd Floor Hallway 27.0 7.0 122 

15th Floor Hallway 0 0 0 

19th Floor Hallway 0 0 0 
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Appendix P: Full Scale CFAST Results 
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